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Structural rearrangements within single molecules occur on ultrafast time scales. Many aspects of molecular dynamics, such as the energy flow through excited states, have been studied using spectroscopic techniques, yet the goal to watch molecules evolve their geometrical structure in real time remains challenging. By mapping nuclear motions using femtosecond x-ray pulses, we have created real-space representations of the evolving dynamics during a well-known chemical reaction and show a series of time-sorted structural snapshots produced by ultrafast time-resolved hard x-ray scattering. A computational analysis optimally matches the series of scattering patterns produced by the x rays to a multitude of potential reaction paths. In so doing, we have made a critical step toward the goal of viewing chemical reactions on femtosecond time scales, opening a new direction in studies of ultrafast chemical reactions in the gas phase.

For more than a century, chemists have explored chemical reactions that transform molecules from one structure to another. While mapping structure or function has become routine in many instances, understanding the chemical dynamics that connect structure and function remains, however, remarkably challenging [1]. A growing number of experiments are emerging that aim to map chemical reactions with spatial and temporal resolution, including molecular frame photoelectron spectroscopy [2], Coulomb explosion imaging [3–5], and ultrafast electron diffraction [6]. It is notable that the most important and frequently used techniques for the determination of static molecular structures, namely x-ray scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance, are absent from this list.

X-ray scattering is one of the most powerful techniques for structure determination, but the insufficient photon flux and too-long pulse durations have rendered time-dependent studies largely unfeasible. Some success has been attained using chopped x-ray pulses from synchrotrons in the condensed phases for comparatively slow (∼ 50 ps) chemical processes [7,8]. Chemical reaction dynamics studies aimed at determining unique structural conformations benefit from dilute gases, where the reactions unfold uninhibited by perturbations from neighboring molecules or collisions. Unfortunately, the numbers of molecules in the interaction region in many gas-phase samples are often too low to provide sufficient signal with conventional x-ray sources, which also lack the time-resolution required for reactions that unfold on the femtosecond time scale. Impressive advances have been achieved using electron scattering [9–12]. Electron scattering has a qualitatively larger cross section than scattering of x rays, but space-charge interactions between electrons within a pulse make it difficult to reach the pulse durations needed to follow molecular motions.

This Letter demonstrates that x-ray scattering can be used as a tool to study gas-phase ultrafast chemical reactions. The realization of hard x-ray free electron lasers (XFELs), notably the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) in 2009, has made available sources with unprecedented x-ray brightness. Their pulse durations are as short as a few femtoseconds and the intensity of a single x-ray pulse at LCLS is comparable to that available from synchrotron sources integrated over 1 s. These parameters open up the possibility to apply ultrafast x-ray sources to the study of chemical reaction dynamics in dilute gases [13,14] and have now made it possible to observe molecular scattering patterns with a time resolution approaching the ultrashort duration of laser pulses [15]. Scattering experiments yield unique patterns that represent Fourier transforms of the molecular structure. Because scattering experiments directly probe molecular geometry, they are ideally suited for mechanistic studies on ultrafast time scales. We report here the observation of time-evolving x-ray scattering patterns from dilute gas phase molecules during a chemical reaction: the ultrafast ring-opening reaction of 1,3-cyclohexadiene (CHD) to form linear 1,3,5-hexatriene (HT).

The ring-opening reaction of CHD has intrigued scientists for many years. As a prototypical example of an electrocyclic reaction, it has played an important role in the understanding of a large class of organic reactions [16]. The reaction
motif also features prominently in synthetic processes, photochemical switches, and natural product synthesis [17]. Upon excitation by an UV photon, the molecule slides down the potential energy surface of the 1B electronic state and goes through a conical intersection to reach a steeply repulsive 2A surface, from where it transitions via an avoided crossing to the ground state of the reaction product [17]. From spectroscopic experiments, the time scales are known [18–20] but the correlation of time constants to molecular structures has remained absent. By applying x-ray scattering, we are able to assign molecular structures to each time point of the reaction before the molecules reach a thermal equilibrium of conformational structures [21].

The experiment was performed at the X-ray Pump-Probe (XPP) Instrument of LCLS [22]. Briefly, CHD vapor at a pressure of 3–4 torr, corresponding to only \(\sim 1 \times 10^{17} \text{ molecules/cm}^3\), for a total of \(\sim 8 \times 10^{12} \) total molecules in the interaction region, were introduced into a custom scattering chamber (see Fig. 1). The ring-opening reaction was initiated by the absorption of a 267 nm optical pump photon (65 fs, 4–8 μJ, 100 μm FWHM focus). The structural evolution of CHD to HT was observed by a time-delayed x-ray probe (8.3 keV, 30 fs, \(10^{12} \) photons/pulse, 30 × 30 μm FWHM focus) propagating collinearly with the pump laser. Scattering patterns were collected on a 2.3-megapixel Cornell-SLAC Pixel Array Detector (CSPAD) imaging detector [23] as a function of time delay. For each pump-probe pair, precise relative arrival times of the x-ray and optical pulses at the sample were monitored by a spectrally encoded cross correlator [24,25]. Fast data collection enabled the adjustment of experimental parameters, such as delay time and beam overlap, to optimize experimental conditions during the experimental runs.

The percentage changes in the measured scattering signal for momentum transfers between 1.0 and 4.2 Å\(^{-1}\) as a function of delay between optical laser excitation and the x-ray probe are shown in Fig. 2. The changes are on the order of 1%, which we estimate corresponds to an average of 7% of the molecules excited by the pump pulse. In the experiment, the percentage of molecules excited was deliberately kept low to minimize multiphoton processes. Immediately after optical excitation, the difference scattering signal appears as either positive or negative changes as a function of momentum transfer and time delay. No further changes were observed after approximately 200 fs. This is consistent with optical pump-probe experiments that have suggested that the molecule evolves on the excited electronic state surfaces for about 140 fs [14].

The time dependence of the scattering signal for specific momentum transfers is shown in Fig. 3(a). The analysis [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)] shows that certain momentum transfers are associated with transient features as short-lived as...
75 fs, while others have considerably longer lifetimes. The difference in the observed rates and lifetimes for various regions of momentum transfer [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)] are simply attributed to the distances between non-neighboring carbons within CHD and HT, moving with respect to one another on different time scales. The shortest lived transients [Fig. 3(b)] exhibit lifetimes on the order of the dissociation reaction [14], suggesting that the experiment captures the CHD molecule as it reacts in the time domain.

The x-ray scattering results show that the structural part of the transformation of 1,3-cyclohexadiene to 1,3,5-hexatriene proceeds with an 80 fs time constant. This compares with the decay (140 fs) of the last electronic state populated in the reaction sequence and the point from where hexatriene is generated (the 2A surface), as reported from spectroscopic experiments [17]. The time scale also compares with a 30 fs lifetime of the initially excited 1B electronic state, and the separately observed spectroscopic appearance time of structurally disperse hexatriene of 140 fs [26]. The x-ray scattering experiment presented here, solely limited by the achievable momentum vector resolution, not only provides reliable time constants for the structural evolution of the reaction, but also allows one to calculate representative molecular structures along the reaction path consistent with the experiment.

To determine the time evolution of molecular structure implied by the experimental data, we start by calculating 100 trajectories, which represent a wide range of plausible reaction paths. Each trajectory is obtained with slightly different starting conditions sampled from a vibrational Wigner distribution of the $v = 0$ vibrational state of the $S_0$ electronic ground state [27]. Trajectories are propagated using the multi-configurational Ehrenfest method [28] with potential energies and nonadiabatic couplings obtained on-the-fly from SA3-CAS(6,4)-SCF/cc-pVDZ ab initio electronic structure calculations using MOLPRO [29]. The all-atom simulations do not assume any reduced representation or pre-existing reaction coordinate. Three electronic states are included: the ground state, the optically accessed 1B state, and the 2A state that is implicated in the Woodward-Hoffman mechanism of the electrocyclic reaction [16]. The rotationally averaged coherent scattering signal is obtained via the independent-atom model by [30]

$$I(t, q) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{mon}}} |f_i^0(q)|^2 + \sum_{i \neq j}^{N_{\text{mon}}} f_i^0(q) f_j^0(q) \frac{\sin qR_{ij}(t)}{qR_{ij}(t)}$$

FIG. 2 (color). The time-dependent pump-probe signal, defined as the percent difference. The scattering patterns for positive delay times versus negative delay times [100*(laser on-laser off)/laser off], as a function of pump-probe delay time. The scattering signals change on the order of 1% to 2% as indicated by the color bar.

FIG. 3 (color). Time-dependent scattered signal intensities. (a) Line traces of the scattering signals at 2.1–2.5 Å (red squares) and 2.9–3.1 Å (blue circles), and fits (red and blue lines, respectively). (b),(c) The derivatives of the fits show transients of 82 ± 24 and 75 ± 35 fs, respectively. Error bars for the fits in (a) and the uncertainties in (b),(c) are reported to 3σ, calculated from the frame-to-frame shot noise from the CSPAD detector.
using published elastic scattering atomic form factors [31], \( f^{\theta}(q) \), and internuclear distances, \( R_{ij}(t) \), taken from our trajectories. Each trajectory constitutes a molecular reaction path with a complete but distinct set of interatomic distances. For visualization, it is helpful to represent the trajectories in terms of a single distance, that between the terminal carbons C1 and C6 in HT, which corresponds to the bond that breaks in CHD during the reaction. While all trajectories start near the 1.54 Å bond distance of CHD [17], the trajectories diverge within the first 50 fs of the reaction, as can be seen in the Supplemental Material’s Fig. 1 [32]. Some of the molecules remain initially in bonded form, but open up after one or more oscillations.

To determine the combination of trajectories that best describes the chemical reaction, we compare the experimental scattering patterns with scattering patterns calculated from the computed trajectories. Using a multistart nonlinear least-square optimization routine with a finite-difference gradient [47], we determined the weights on the trajectories which result in a signal that best matches the experimental data in Fig. 2. The optimization converges on a small number of trajectories (highlighted in the Supplemental Material’s Fig. 2 [32]) with the four dominant trajectories having a combined weight of approximately 80%, and the remaining 20% made up by four more trajectories. Based on the representation of x-ray scattering embodied by Eq. (1), these trajectories suffice to represent the experimentally observed data, within the approximations inherent in Eq. (1) and a classical representation of the chemical reaction. A direct comparison of the theoretical signal and the experimental data at particular time points is shown in Fig. 4. Movies showing the time-evolving molecular structures of the four dominant trajectories (bold lines in the Supplemental Material’s Fig. 2) are available as extended data (see movies 1–4 [32]).

Our analysis shows that, upon absorption of the optical photon, the chemical reaction of 1,3-cyclohexadiene to 1,3,5-hexatriene starts with a rapid expansion of the carbon bonds of the cyclohexadiene ring. This expansion is related to the weakening of the chemical bonds due to the electronic excitation of the molecular π bonds. Within one or two oscillations of the carbon skeleton, the C1–C6 chemical bond breaks as the terminal carbon atoms move perpendicular to the molecular plane along the reaction coordinate. It is already at this point that the terminal hydrogen atoms of the nascent hexatriene molecule align to conform to the Woodward-Hoffman rules [16]. Consequently, the stereoochemical fate of the chemical reaction is sealed as early as 30 fs after the optical excitation.

In summary, we report an ultrafast time-resolved gas-phase x-ray scattering experiment, recording the ring-opening reaction of 1,3-cyclohexadiene using femtosecond hard x-ray pulses from LCLS, and thereby opening a new direction for time-resolved x-ray scattering experiments for chemical dynamics. Time-dependent x-ray scattering patterns from molecular structures as they evolve during chemical reactions can provide important feedback to mechanistic studies, as well as to computational methods that aim to elucidate chemical reaction mechanisms. Such data should prove quite useful to spectroscopic experiments, which associate specific spectral features with time points in the reaction. With the time-evolution of molecular structure available from x-ray scattering experiments, the spectroscopic results can be better matched to computer simulations, providing synergy between different experimental techniques and theory. In particular, important spectroscopic experiments that explore the path of the molecule through the conical intersections can be coupled with structural information. The time-dependent molecular structures during the electrocyclic ring-opening reaction of 1,3-cyclohexadiene to 1,3,5-hexatriene obtained in the present work will help form an important foundation for a significant body of future XFEL experimental and computational studies. We anticipate an exciting period of rapid developments in ultrafast x-ray scattering experiments that push both temporal and spatial resolution boundaries, as well as in the theoretical and computational framework required to interpret these new experiments.
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